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ABSTRACT 

 

Large organizations experience shows that repositories of business process models contain lots amounts of 

duplication. For example, this duplication arises when the repository covers multiple variants of the same 

processes. This article studies the problem of identifying similar business process models. The article 

proposes technique for detecting clusters of approximate duplications based on well-known clustering 

algorithm, such as DBSCAN.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A business process is defined as a “group of 

tasks that together create a result of value to a 

customer” [1]. Its purpose is to offer each customer 

the right product or service, i.e., the right 

deliverable, with a high degree of performance 

measured against cost, longevity, service and 

quality [2]. Although increasing business process 

performance is an important topic in research and 

industry [3]. One of variants is the process of 

standardization by identifying similar process 

models. Detecting identical process model in 

Business Process Management systems allows 

modelers to identify opportunities for business 

process standardization. For example, consider the 

case of multiple variants of an insurance claims 

handling process, where each variant is captured as 

a separate process model. Given that disbursement 

of the insurance payout occurs in every variant 

(albeit differently depending on the type of claim), 

it is likely that these separate models will contain 

identical process models corresponding to 

disbursement activities. These models can 

potentially be standardized, i.e. replaced by a single 

model instance, and refactored as a shared 

subprocess. In this way, duplication is reduced and 

uniformity across process models is increased, to 

the benefit of model maintainability. Current 

conceptual BPMSs do not provide explicit tools for 

identifying duplications in repositories of process 

models and do not provide recommendations about 

how to work with them. Furthermore, such tools 

need to be integrated into the process execution and 

require continuous monitoring.  

For a further understanding of the article is 

important to introduce two concepts. First one is a 

business process management system (BPMS). 

BPMS is a generic software system that is driven 

by explicit process representations to coordinate 

the enactment of business processes. Moreover, 

second one is the process model. The business 

process model consists of a set of activity models 

and execution constraints between them. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The problem of process models 

duplication detection has been widely studied in the 

field of software engineering, primarily in the 

context of source code duplication detection [4]. 

Duplicate code is a computer programming term 

for a sequence of source code that occurs more than 

once, either within a program or across different 

programs owned or maintained by the same entity. 

Duplicate code is generally 

considered undesirable for a number of reasons. [5] 

A minimum requirement is usually applied to the 

quantity of code that must appear in a sequence for 

it to be considered duplicate rather than 

coincidentally similar. Sequences of duplicate 

codes are sometimes known as code clones or 

just clones, the automated process of finding 

duplications in source code is called clone 

detection. A number of different algorithms has 

been proposed to detect duplicate codes such as 

Baker's algorithm [6], Rabin–Karp string search 

algorithm, Abstract Syntax Trees [7], Visual clone 

detection [8], Count Matrix Clone Detection [9, 

10]. 

However, these techniques cannot detect 

process model duplications, which are arguably 
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likely to emerge in process model repositories 

when process modelers copy and paste fragments 

across models – thus creating exact duplications – 

and later on these exact duplications evolve 

separately. Identifying identical business process 

models can be divided into two groups. First one is 

searching clones in repositories of process models, 

second one is discovering identical process model 

collections from event logs.  

This article presents technique for 

identifying approximate duplications in repositories 

of process models for the purpose of standardizing. 

Approximate duplications is copied fragments with 

further modifications such as changed, added or 

removed model elements in addition to variations 

allowed in syntactically identical fragments. 

Technique for identifying approximate duplications 

taken from clustering analysis and refers to density-

based clustering algorithms and shortly named 

DBSCAN.  

Density-based spatial clustering of 

applications with noise (DBSCAN) is a data 

clustering algorithm proposed by Martin 

Ester, Hans-Peter Kriegel, Jörg Sander and 

Xiaowei Xu in 1996 [11]. It is a density-based 

clustering algorithm that is for a  given  set of 

points in some space, it groups together points that 

are closely packed together (points with 

many nearby neighbors), marking as outlier points 

that lie alone in low-density regions (whose nearest 

neighbors are too far away). DBSCAN is one of the 

most common clustering algorithms and also most 

cited in scientific literature [12]. In 2014, the 

algorithm was awarded the test of time award (an 

award given to algorithms which have received 

substantial attention in theory and practice) at the 

leading data mining conference, KDD [13].  Main 

purpose of article is the task of grouping a set of 

process models in such a way that objects in the 

same group (called a cluster) are more similar to 

each other than to those in other clusters). 

3. DENSITY-BASED SPATIAL CLUSTERING 

OF APPLICATIONS WITH NOISE 

(DBSCAN) 

 

Next part of article demonstrate realized 

simple example of using a clustering algorithm 

DBSCAN in MATLAB. The input information is a 

matrix cont with dimension n x 4. The first two 

columns are arranged to coordinate considered 

points, the other two columns are filled with 0. As 

a result of the algorithm filled columns 3 and 4 of 

the matrix cont: the third column represents 

information on whether the point has been 

processed; 4th column in charge of belonging to a 

particular class of 1 to-1. If the fourth column is 

written -1 it means that this point has been 

attributed to noise. 
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Figure 1: Realization of simple program code in MATLAB 

The initial information for the algorithm is 

a set of points (see. Figure below), which contains 

in addition to 3 clearly evolved groups, points to be 

attributed to noise. 

 
Figure 2: Input data under DBSCAN 

After the algorithm we get the following 

picture of the cluster: 

 

 
Figure 3: Input data after DBSCAN 

As shown, the algorithm identified 3 

groups and noise. Also we would like to draw on 

the fact that the algorithm is perfectly coped with 

the task allocation spaced points along a curve that 

allows you, if properly applied, use this algorithm 

for many other task. 
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4. DBSCAN FOR IDENTIFYING SIMILAR 

PROCESS MODELS 

 

DBSCAN identifies all core objects of a 

given dataset and considers their neighborhoods as 

initial clusters. If two core objects are within each 

other’s neighborhood, their neighborhoods are 

merged into a single cluster. On the other hand, if 

an object does not belong to the neighborhood of 

any core object, it is marked as noise. Adaptation 

of DBSCAN for business process models is 

described in Algorithm 1. Given the set of process 

fragments G extracted from the RPSDAG (an index 

structure designed for efficient and accurate 

identification of exact duplications in a collection 

of process models), the algorithm repeats the 

clustering process (Steps 2–14) until all fragments 

in G have been checked whether they are core 

objects. At the beginning of each iteration, a 

random fragment f is removed from G and marked 

as “processed”. The neighborhood Nf of f is 

computed (Step 3), and if f is a core object the 

fragments in Nf are removed from G and from 

Noise (Step 5), and added to a new cluster C (Step 

6). Otherwise f is treated as noise and another 

fragment is extracted from G. The algorithm then 

expands cluster C by checking whether there are 

core objects in C whose neighborhoods can be 

merged with C. This is done by iterating over all 

fragments in Nf except f, via a set MC. For a 

fragment m in MC that has not been processed, its 

neighborhood Nm is computed (Step 8) to 

determine whether m is itself a core object. If so, 

before merging its neighborhood with C, we check 

whether there is still a medoid s whose distance 

with all other fragments of the combined cluster is 

within τ (Step 10), otherwise we will create clusters 

whose fragments are far apart from each other to be 

standardized. In case of merging, the fragments in 

Nm are removed from G and added, except m, to MC 

(Step 11), so that they can be checked whether they 

are core objects. If Nm cannot be merged with C, m 

is added back to G so that it can be eventually 

processed again (Step 12). In fact, Nm may form a 

cluster by itself or be merged with some other 

cluster. 

 
 

Figure 4: Algorithm of DBSCAN for process models 

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed technique that allows 

analysts to identify, cluster, analyze and visualize 

approximate clones by using DBSCAN algorithm 

realized as plugin of the “Apromore” advanced 

process model repository [14]. “Apromore” uses an 

internal process representation format named 

canonical process format, which captures common 

features of widely-used process modeling 

languages. The duplication detection plugin 

operates on this canonical format, thus it can detect 

approximate duplications in process models 

defined in different modeling languages such as 

BPMN and EPC for example. 

The Web interface of the approximate 

clone detection plugin (shown in Fig. 3) provides 

features for creating, browsing and visualizing 

fragment clusters. Users can select one or more 

process models from the repository and kick off the 

clustering. Once the fragments included in the 

selected process models have been clustered, users 

can apply different filtering criteria (i.e. on the size 

of the clusters, on the average size of fragments) 

and browse the resulting clusters in a detailed list 

view. Another useful feature is the visualization of 

clusters in the 2D space. The visualization 

component (shown in Fig. 4) displays each 

fragment in a cluster as a point in the space and 

positions fragments within a cluster according to 

their distances to the medoid (distances being 

represented as edges between the points).  
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Figure 5: Web interface of program 

 
 

Figure 6: Visualization options 

For identifying similar process models we 

looked at dataset that is taken from an insurance 

company under condition of anonymity. It contains 

363 models ranging from 4 to 461 nodes (average 

27.12). The cluster computation is dominated by 

the computation of the distance matrix which took 

more than 2 hours for the insurance dataset. The 

longer time taken for the insurance dataset is 

justified by the size of its fragments (e.g. the largest 

fragment in the insurance dataset is a rigid with 461 

nodes). For the insurance dataset we retrieved 243 

clusters with DBSCAN (sizes between 2 and 6). 

This confirms the intuition that real-life process 

model repositories contain a large number of 

approximate clone clusters, and thus that 

copying/pasting of fragments across process 

models is a very common practice. 

Hence, it can be concluded that the 

proposed technique provides a basis for identifying 

clusters of approximate duplications that are usable 

to standardization. One of direction of future work 

is how a detected clusters should be standardized 

into a single reference fragment in such a way that 

the stakeholders involved in the management and 

execution of the process are satisfied with the 

standardized process. 

One of future research direction is how to 

work with identified similar process models. 

Interesting question is how process models can be 

standardized and how to use one variant of process 

model in different business processes. These 

changes mean increasing of business process 

management performance. 
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